Abstract

Purpose: Hans and coworkers previously developed an immunohistochemical algorithm with ~80% concordance with the gene expression profiling (GEP) classification of diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) into the germinal center B-cell--like (GCB) and activated B-cell--like (ABC) subtypes. Since then, new antibodies specific to germinal center B-cells have been developed, which might improve the performance of an immunostain algorithm.

Experimental Design: We studied 84 cases of cyclophosphamide-doxorubicin-vincristine-prednisone (CHOP)-treated DLBCL (47 GCB, 37 ABC) with GCET1, CD10, BCL6, MUM1, FOXP1, BCL2, MTA3, and cyclin D2 immunostains, and compared different combinations of the immunostaining results with the GEP classification. A perturbation analysis was also applied to eliminate the possible effects of interobserver or intraobserver variations. A separate set of 63 DLBCL cases treated with rituximab plus CHOP (37 GCB, 26 ABC) was used to validate the new algorithm.

Results: A new algorithm using GCET1, CD10, BCL6, MUM1, and FOXP1 was derived that closely approximated the GEP classification with 93% concordance. Perturbation analysis indicated that the algorithm was robust within the range of observer variance. The new algorithm predicted 3-year overall survival of the validation set (GCB 87% versus ABC 44%); P < 0.001, simulating the predictive power of the GEP classification. For a group of seven primary mediastinal large B-cell lymphoma, the new algorithm is a better prognostic classifier (all "GCB") than the Hans' algorithm (two GCB, five non-GCB).

Conclusion: Our new algorithm is significantly more accurate than the Hans' algorithm and will facilitate risk stratification of DLBCL patients and future DLBCL research using archival materials. (Clin Cancer Res 2009;15(17):5494–502)

Gene expression profiling (GEP) studies have shown that diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) can be reproducibly divided into the prognostically important subtypes of germinal center B-cell--like (GCB), activated B-cell--like (ABC), and unclassified DLBCL (1–3). When treated with a regimen containing cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone (CHOP) or other CHOP-like regimens (CHOP-treated), patients with GCB-DLBCL have a better survival.
Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma Classification

Materials and Methods

Case selection. One hundred and ten cases of de novo, CHOP-treated DLBCL were obtained from the Nebraska Lymphoma Study Group, British Columbia Cancer Agency, University of Würzburg, Norwegian Radium Hospital, and the University of Arizona. They represented a subset of the cohort described by Rosenwald et al. (2), and were classified into the GCB (47 of 110; 43%) or ABC (37 of 110; 34%) subtypes, PMB1 (7 of 110; 6%) or unclassified (19 of 110; 17%), by GEP using the Lymphochip cDNA microarray (1), and the Bayesian algorithm described by Wright et al. (3). The 84 cases of GCB- and ABC-DLBCL were used as the training set for developing a new algorithm.

In addition, 68 cases of de novo, R-CHOP-treated DLBCL (37 GCB, 26 ABC, 1 PMB1, and 4 unclassified by GEP) were also obtained from the Nebraska Lymphoma Study Group, Norwegian Radium Hospital, and the Oregon Health and Science University for validation of the new algorithm. The GeneChip Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array (Affymetrix, Inc.) was used for GEP study of these 68 cases, along with the Bayesian algorithm (3). The 63 cases of GCB- and ABC-DLBCL were used as the validation set.

The GEP data of both the training and validation sets were normalized before processing by the Bayesian classifier. The training set was re-run on the GeneChip Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 Array, and the classifier distinguished ABC and GCB in the same manner. Additionally, the set of genes used to distinguish the two groups was the same on both platforms (5). This study was approved by the institutional review boards of the respective institutions, and all patients gave written informed consent.

Immunohistochemistry. Tissue microarrays were constructed and sections were cut and immunostained as previously described (9). Monoclonal antibodies to CD20, CD3, GCET1 (24), CD10, BCL6, MUM1 (26), and Forkhead box-P1 (FOXP1; ref. 27) were applied to the training and validation sets. The training set was also stained with a monoclonal antibody to B-cell lymphoma 2 (BCL2), and polyclonal antibodies to MTA3 (25), BCL6, and cyclin D2 (Supplementary Table S1). A rabbit antimiinus amplification kit (Ventana Medical Systems, Inc.) was used to enhance staining for monoclonal BCL6, GCET1, CD10, and FOXP1. An endogenous biotin-blocking kit (Ventana) was used for polyclonal BCL6 to decrease background staining. Following antigen retrieval and antibody incubation, staining was done on a Ventana Benchmark XT instrument and developed using the iView 3,3'-diaminobenzidine detection kit (Ventana) for all but one antibody (MTA3), according to manufacturer’s instructions. Staining for MTA3 was done manually as previously described (25). All of the assays were validated with proper positive and negative controls.

The percentages of positive cells were scored in 10% increments for each antibody, and the highest percentage was recorded for each case. The scoring was done independently by three hematopathologists (W.W.L.C., C.P.H., and D.D.W.), who were blinded to the GEP data at the time of the scoring, and discrepancies were resolved over a multipathed microscope.

Construction of the new algorithm. The percentages of positive cells for the training set were tabulated on a spreadsheet alongside the corresponding GEP classification using Microsoft Office Excel 2003 (Microsoft Corporation). We first sorted the cases by the percentages of positive cells for each immunostain using the data-sort function of the program. The proportions of GCB and ABC cases positive for a particular stain at different cutoff percentages were thus obtained, and the cutoffs with the highest sensitivity or specificity for either the GCB or ABC subtype were identified. We then focused on those stains that could achieve high specificity (≥90%) for either the GCB or ABC subtype because the main aim of the study was to achieve a new IHC algorithm that replicated the GEP classification with high concordance. Because sensitivity usually fell as specificity increased, we aimed at a sensitivity of ≥50% for a particular stain while obtaining optimal specificity. Three immunostains fulfilled this criterion for either the GCB (GCET1 and CD10) or ABC subtype (MUM1). GCET1 at ≥60% specificity was chosen as the best CD10 at ≥60% sensitivity, and MUM1 at ≥60% sensitivity was chosen as the best ABC marker.

Translational Relevance

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) can be classified into the prognostically favorable subtype of germinal center B-cell–like, and the prognostically unfavorable subtypes of activated B-cell–like, and unclassified DLBCL by gene expression profiling. To facilitate the application of this gene expression profiling (GEP) classification in therapeutic trials of DLBCL, which may ultimately lead to targeted therapies of individual molecular subtypes of DLBCL, we derived a robust immunohistochemical algorithm with a high concordance rate with the GEP classification. This immunohistochemical algorithm will therefore provide a simpler surrogate or alternative to GEP in providing useful prognostic information and in stratifying DLBCL patients in clinical trials, even when frozen lymphoma samples are not available for GEP analysis.
achieved 92% specificity with 64% sensitivity for the GCB subtype. The optimal cutoffs for MUM1 (≥70%), with sensitivity and specificity for the ABC subtype of 58% and 94%, respectively) and CD10 (≥20%, with sensitivity and specificity for the GCB subtype of 60% and 95%, respectively) were similarly determined. These three immunostains were chosen for the initial decision points in the algorithm. By comparing different combinations of these three using the data-sort function, we found that use of GCET1 followed by MUM1 or CD10 could classify 42 of the 84 DLBCL (50%) with high concordance (97%) with the GEP classification. For the remaining 42 cases (9 GCB and 33 ABC), we again used the data-sort function and found that sequential use of either monoclonal or polyclonal BCL6 (≥30%) followed by FOXP1 (≥20%) could classify 37 (88%) of the cases correctly. Monoclonal BCL6 was chosen because it does not require additional procedures to decrease background staining, and it was the BCL6 antibody most commonly used in recent studies (10–21, 23). Whereas changing the cutoffs of monoclonal BCL6 or FOXP1 in this algorithm led to worse overall accuracy, we found that changing the cutoffs for GCET1 and MUM1 to ≥80%, and CD10 to ≥30%, did not affect the concordance with the GEP classification. The cutoffs for GCET1, MUM1, and CD10 were thus changed to simplify the whole algorithm by reducing the number of cutoffs to two. Therefore, we finalized the new algorithm with the use of five immunostains, five decision points, and two cutoffs for the immunostains (Supplementary Fig. 1A). Some other possible algorithms had slightly better overall concordance with the GEP classification, but were more complex requiring more immunostains and decision points with different cutoffs, and were not adopted.

For the five immunostains used in the new algorithm, the cases that were scored differently for >10% positive cells among the hematopathologists ranged from 5% (CD10) to 18% (monoclonal BCL6). To further address the impact of intra-observer and inter-observer variations, a computer perturbation and simulation program was used to introduce random noise to each IHC marker on a given case. Because the vast majority of the differences among the hematopathologists were at 10% level (data not shown), we introduced random noise of +10%, -10%, and 0% with equal probability to each marker on a given case. The computer program then randomly selected one of the three possible values for each stain on each case, and re-applied the classification algorithm on the “perturbed” data set. The classification of each of these perturbed data set was then compared with the GEP classification as the gold standard. We repeated the perturbation procedure 10,000 times, and obtained the means, standard deviations (SD), and confidence intervals (CI) of the concordance rate of the perturbed new algorithm classification and the GEP classification in both the training and validation sets.

**Statistical analysis.** The $\chi^2$ test was used to compare patient characteristics according to GEP subtypes. The Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the overall and event-free survival (EFS) distributions (28). Overall survival (OS) was calculated as the time from diagnosis to the date of death or last contact. EFS was calculated as the time from diagnosis to either the date of progression, relapse, death, or last contact. Patients who were alive at last contact were censored for OS analysis. Patients who were alive and had not progressed were censored for EFS analysis. Patients with unavailable disease progression data were excluded for EFS analysis. For the training set, the survival rates were 5-y estimates, whereas those for the validation set were 3-y estimates because of a shorter median follow-up (2.6 y) compared with the training set (6.4 y). The log-rank test was used to compare survival distributions of GCB and ABC cases classified by GEP or the new IHC stain algorithm. Multivariate analysis was done in the validation set using Cox regression with OS and EFS as the outcomes, and the new IHC stain algorithm and the International Prognostic Index as potential predictors in a backward selection model ($P = 0.05$). The statistical analysis was conducted using the SAS software (SAS Institute, Inc.).

**Results**

**Clinical features of the training and validation sets.** The training set included 46 males (56%) and 38 females (44%) with a median age of 63 years (range, 24-84 years). With a median follow-up of 6.4 years (range, 0.8-21.8 years), 45 patients (54%) had died and 39 patients (46%) were alive at last contact. The validation set comprised 29 males (46%) and 34 females (54%) with a median age of 62 years (range, 22-92 years). With a median follow-up of 2.6 years (range, 0.2-10.3 years), 17 patients (27%) had died and 46 (73%) were alive at last contact.

For the training set, the clinical features of the patients with GEP-defined GCB and ABC subtypes were not significantly

---

**Fig. 1.** The new algorithm and the Hans’ algorithm. The new IHC algorithm (A) uses five markers with 78 of 84 cases concordant (93%) when compared with the GEP classification, whereas the Hans’ algorithm (B) had 72 of 84 cases concordant (86%) in the same training set.
were not significantly different for any of the clinical characteristics set, patients with GEP-defined GCB and ABC subtypes extranodal involvement (Supplementary Table S2). For the validation set, patients with GEP-defined GCB and ABC subtypes were not significantly different, except that the GCB patients were more likely to have a higher Karnofsky score (better performance status), and more extranodal involvement (Supplementary Table S2). For the validation set, patients with GEP-defined GCB and ABC subtypes were not significantly different, except that the GCB patients were more likely to have a higher Karnofsky score (better performance status), and more extranodal involvement (Supplementary Table S2).

Classification results in the training and validation sets. The percentages of cases that were positive for each immunostain are shown in Supplementary Table S4, and the staining patterns of a typical GCB-DLBCL and a typical ABC-DLBCL are shown in the Supplementary Figure. Sequential use of GCT1, followed by MUM1 or CD10, classified 42 of the 84 cases of DLBCL (50%) with high concordance (97%) with the GEP classification (Fig. 1A). Sequential use of monoclonal BCL6 and FOXP1 further separated the remaining 42 cases into GCB and ABC subtypes with high concordance (88%) with the GEP classification (Table 1; Fig. 1A). Two GEP-defined GCB cases and four GEP-defined ABC cases were misclassified by the new algorithm, whereas nine GEP-defined GCB cases and three GEP-defined ABC cases were misclassified by the Hans’ algorithm. The overall concordance between the new IHC stain algorithm and GEP was thus 93% (78 of 84), which was better than that of the Hans’ algorithm (86%; Table 1; Fig. 1B).

Because GEP-unclassified cases will not be excluded in the practice setting, the performance statistics of the new algorithm was also evaluated with the GEP-defined GCB and ABC cases combining with the GEP-unclassified cases. The new algorithm again showed comparable performance in the R-CHOP-treated cases (88% concordance), and maintained its high sensitivity, specificity, and negative predictive values in the CHOP-treated cases. The lower positive predictive values and overall concordance rate in the CHOP-treated cases reflected the relatively large number of 19 unclassified cases in this earlier cohort (Table 2). The computer perturbation and simulation program yielded a mean classification concordance rate of 90% (SD, 1.66%; 95% CI, 87-93%) for the training set, and 86% (SD, 1.53%; 95% CI, 84-88%) for the validation set with the four GEP-unclassified cases included in the analysis.

Survival analysis of the training and validation sets. In the training set, the 5-year OS of the GEP-defined GCB and ABC cases (CHOP-treated) was 64% and 38%, respectively (P = 0.022; Fig. 2A). Eleven (6 GCB and 5 ABC) of the 84 cases did not have disease progression data and were excluded for EFS analysis. The 5-year EFS for the GEP-defined GCB and ABC cases was 50% and 45%, respectively (P = 0.37; Fig. 2C). The 5-year EFS of the ABC cases seemed slightly better than the 5-year OS because the five patients with ABC-DLBCL excluded from the EFS analysis died early. Classifying the training set with the new algorithm gave similar OS (5-year OS for GCB, 61%; 5-year OS for ABC, 41%; Fig. 2B) and EFS curves (5-year EFS for GCB, 49%; 3-year EFS for ABC, 46%; Fig. 2D), and a trend for superior OS in the GCB cases (P = 0.12; Fig. 2B).

In the validation set, the 3-year OS of the GEP-defined GCB and ABC cases (R-CHOP treated) was 92% and 44%, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DLBCL subtypes by GEP</th>
<th>New algorithm (n = 84)</th>
<th>Hans’ algorithm (n = 84)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GCB (n = 47)</td>
<td>ABC (n = 37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (%)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (%)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive value (%)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value (%)</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordant cases (n)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordance rate (%)</td>
<td>93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance statistics of the new algorithm of all the CHOP-treated cases and all the R-CHOP-treated cases with GEP-unclassified cases included

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DLBCL subtypes by GEP</th>
<th>Training set plus unclassified cases (all CHOP-treated cases) (n = 103)</th>
<th>Validation set plus unclassified cases (all R-CHOP-treated cases) (n = 67)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GCB (n = 47)</td>
<td>ABC (n = 37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (%)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (%)</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predictive value (%)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predictive value (%)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordant cases (n)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concordance rate for GCB and ABC subtypes among total (%)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values were not applicable to the unclassified cases because the new IHC algorithm was designed to classify DLBCL cases into GCB and ABC subtypes only.
Nine of the 63 cases did not have disease progression data and were excluded for EFS analysis. The 3-year EFS for the GCB and ABC cases was 81% and 36%, respectively ($P = 0.0062$; Fig. 3C). Classifying the validation set with the new algorithm also resulted in a significantly different 3-year OS [87% (GCB) versus 44% (ABC), $P < 0.001$; Fig. 3B] and EFS [77% (GCB) versus 34% (ABC); $P = 0.012$; Fig. 3D] between the GCB and ABC cases. Multivariate analysis showed that a high International Prognostic Index score (hazard ratio, 4.5; 95% CI, 1.3-15.0; $P = 0.015$) and ABC classification by the new algorithm (hazard ratio, 5.9; 95% CI, 1.7-20.3; $P = 0.005$) were both significant adverse predictors of OS, but the CIs were wide due to the small sample size. Multivariate analysis also identified ABC classification by the new algorithm as the only significant predictor of EFS (hazard ratio, 3.0; 95% CI, 1.2-7.5; $P = 0.017$).

**Application of the new IHC stain algorithm to unclassified DLBCL and PMBL.** The 19 cases of CHOP-treated, GEP-unclassified DLBCL were assigned to either the GCB (7 cases) or ABC (12 cases) subtypes by the new algorithm. In comparison, the Hans’ algorithm classified four cases into the “GCB” and 15 cases into the “non-GCB” subtypes. Using the Fisher’s exact test, the two algorithms did not divide the GEP-unclassified cases differently ($P = 0.48$). The seven GCB cases had positive rates for CD10 and monoclonal BCL6 comparable with the GEP-defined GCB cases, whereas the 12 ABC cases showed low rates of positivity for all of the stains (Supplementary Table S4). Patients with unclassified DLBCL with a GCB phenotype had a better, but not statistically significant, OS compared with patients with unclassified DLBCL with an ABC phenotype, but EFS for both groups was similar (Fig. 4A and C). Applying the new algorithm to classify the combined set of 19 GEP-unclassified and the 84 GEP-defined GCB and ABC training set cases yielded survival curves (Fig. 4B and D) that were similar to those of the latter group alone (Fig. 2B and D).

Similarly, four cases of R-CHOP–treated, GEP-unclassified DLBCL were classified as ABC (three cases) or GCB (one case) subtypes by the new algorithm. One of the ABC cases was negative for all the five stains, one was positive for FOXP1 only, and the other one was positive for both MUM1 and FOXP1. The GCB case was positive for monoclonal BCL6 only. Combining these cases with the rest of the validation set did not alter the significant differences in survival between the GCB...
and ABC subtypes (3-year OS for GCB, 88% versus 3-year OS for ABC, 51%; \( P = 0.004 \); 3-year EFS for GCB, 65% versus 3-year EFS for ABC, 44%; \( P = 0.072 \)).

All seven cases of PMBL collected along with the CHOP-treated training set were classified by the new algorithm as the GCB subtype, in contrast with the Hans’ algorithm, which classified five of these seven cases as the non-GCB subtype. The one case of PMBL that was collected along with the R-CHOP–treated validation set was also assigned to the GCB category by the new algorithm.

**Discussion**

Apart from the Hans’ algorithm (9), several other IHC stain algorithms using up to eight markers have been proposed to classify (12, 29, 30) and/or predict prognosis in DLBCL (12, 29–32), but none of these studies had corresponding GEP data. Assessing protein expression by IHC staining provides information similar to that obtained by GEP and can be done on archival formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues. The IHC staining methods are already available in most pathology laboratories, making a simple IHC stain model more practical for widespread use. Additionally, direct evaluation of the tumor cells by microscopy avoids the inclusion of non-neoplastic elements, which is an inevitable drawback of GEP and reverse transcription-PCR.

The new algorithm places less weight on the older GC-specific marker BCL6 that shows poor interlaboratory agreement (33). Thus, it is an improvement over the Hans’ algorithm. In this study, we tested two GC-specific markers, GCET1 and MTA3. We acknowledged that there has been an emergence of other GC-specific markers in recent years, which included GCET2 (ref. 34; also known as human germinal center-associated lymphoma; ref. 35) and LIM domain only 2 (LMO2; ref. 36). On examination of GEP data, GCET1, GCET2, and MTA3 showed high GC specificity but LIM domain only 2 was less specific (7), although its protein expression by IHC was reported to be more GC-specific and also associated with significantly better survival (19, 36). Antibodies for GCET1 and MTA3 were much more robust than the GCET2 antibody from our previous experience. Therefore,
GCET1 and MTA3 were finally chosen as the two new GC-specific markers tested. Further studies should be conducted in future to assess whether addition of new GC-specific antibodies will result in a more refined and improved algorithm.

GCET1 (also called centerin or serpin A9; refs. 34, 37) and FOXP1 antibodies were used in the new but not the Hans’ algorithm. The GCET1 transcript is highly associated with the GCB subtype of DLBCL (2, 34), and the GCET1 protein was later found to be restricted to B-cell neoplasms with a presumed GC B-cell origin (24). Our study clearly shows that GCET1 antibody can be used to improve the discrimination of the GCB and ABC subtypes of DLBCL. The FOXP1 gene on 3p14.1 encodes a member of the FOX family of transcription factors (27, 38). Two alternatively spliced FOXP1 mRNA isoforms are highly expressed in ABC-DLBCL (39), and some studies showed that uniform, high expression of FOXP1 protein is associated with an inferior survival in DLBCL patients (40, 41). In this study, we found that a high cutoff (≥80%) for FOXP1 was needed to achieve high specificity for the ABC subtype.

We only used GEP-defined GCB and ABC cases to derive the new algorithm because GEP-unclassified DLBCL is not a well-defined biological entity. Previous studies have shown that GEP-unclassified DLBCL is associated with poor survival similar to the ABC subtype (2, 5). Our observations, together with the relatively small number of unclassified cases in GEP studies (2, 5), suggest that we can apply the new IHC stain algorithm to all DLBCL cases in everyday practice without significantly jeopardizing the prognostic value of the new algorithm. It is also interesting to note that the majority (10 of 16) of GEP-unclassified cases with a high probability (70-90%) of being GCB (3 cases) or ABC (7 cases) by the Bayesian algorithm had a matched classification by the new IHC algorithm. Whether IHC can separate the unclassified cases into prognostic groups similar to the GCB and ABC subtypes requires further studies.

The seven PMBL cases collected along with the training set were classified differently by the Hans’ algorithm (two “GCB” and five “non-GCB”) and the new algorithm (all “GCB”). The low CD10 positivity (1 of 7; refs. 42–44) and the lower BCL6...
positivity with the polyclonal antibody (3 of 7, compared with 5 of 7 with the monoclonal BCL6 antibody) of PMBL, as well as the use of CD10 as a major decision point in the Hans’ algorithm contributed to this discrepant allocation of PMBL by the two algorithms. The labeling of PMBL cases as “GCB” by the new algorithm is an improvement over the Hans’ algorithm and is acceptable for prognostication because both PMBL and the GCB subtype of DLBCL have good prognosis (7). Additional IHC markers will be needed if different treatment options are considered for these two entities (45).

Because the number of cases studied was small, the outcome data were used mainly for comparing the IHC and GEP classifications. The more robust demonstrations of survival difference between the GEP-defined GCB-DLBCL and ABC-DLBCL were reported separately (2, 5). However, we have shown clearly that the IHC-based classification provided very similar outcome prediction compared with the GEP-based classification. Specifically, the computer perturbation and simulation program showed that the new algorithm was still highly predictive when reasonable intra-observer and inter-observer variations were taken into consideration.

In summary, we have derived and validated a new IHC stain algorithm that closely replicates the GEP classification of DLBCL into GCB and ABC subtypes, and which represents an improvement from the Hans’ algorithm. This new algorithm will facilitate future research in DLBCL using archival materials and could be used to evaluate patients for novel or experimental therapies. Future incorporation of other prognostic markers into this new algorithm may provide additional prognostic value to this new classifier.
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